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When Geometry teachers pose proof problems to students, it is the teacher who provides the givens and the 
statement to be proven; we hypothesize that teachers of geometry recognize this to be the norm. This study 
examined teachers’ decision-making in regards to the posing of a proof problem, and whether recognition 
of this norm accounted for the decision made. Results of a multinomial regression indicated that the more 
participants recognized that norm of posing proof problems, the less likely they were to select an action 
that breached the norm.  

Keywords: nstr ctional Activities and Practices  easoning and Proof  eacher eliefs  esearch 
Methods 

Background and Objectives 

D ring the early 1970s, teachers  decision ma ing became a foc s of ed cational research thro gh 
parallel investigations led by Alan ishop, ee Sh lman, and ichard Shavelson or o, oberts,  
Shavelson, 2008 . ach initiative vie ed the e amination of teacher decision ma ing as a means to better 

nderstand teaching. For Sh lman 1986 , this research on teachers  decision ma ing e emplified ho  
research on teaching had bro ght attention to teachers  cognition to a field that had p to then only 
considered teachers  characteristics and behaviors. Accordingly, m ch of this early research posited 
individ al reso rces s ch as beliefs, goals, no ledge, or schemas as reso rces for decision ma ing 
Schoenfeld, 2010 . t another of the paradigms for the st dy of teaching that Sh lman 1986  described, 

the classroom ecology paradigm spearheaded by Doyle, had nderta en to improve the st dy of teaching 
by attending caref lly to its activity str ct res. Contrib ting to this approach, erbst and Cha an 2011  
have addressed teachers  decision ma ing by proposing that teachers dra  pon reso rces of a different 

ind to stify their pedagogical moves. Combined ith the personal assets incl ding no ledge, s ills, 
and beliefs  that an individ al teacher brings ith them to that position and that role, instr ctional norms 
and professional obligations  can help e plain teacher action and decision ma ing  p. 417 . As described 
by erbst and Cha an, professional obligations are reso rces of the profession that reg late the position of 
a mathematics teacher hile instr ctional norms are reso rces embedded ithin the vario s activity 
str ct res in hich the teacher plays a role. h s, in this perspective, the stification of a teacher s 
decision depends not solely on the individ al teacher s personal reso rces b t also on their recognition of 
those norms and obligations a recognition that co ld be tacit . et, hat remains nclear is the degree to 

hich an individ al teacher s reso rces and their recognition of instr ctional norms acco nt for the 
decision that a teacher ma es in the moment. he p rpose of the c rrent st dy is to e amine this 
phenomenon in a specific decision ma ing conte t. 

Personal Resources for Decision-Making 

n their revie  of early literat re on teachers  decision ma ing, Shavelson and Stern 1981  s ggest 
that teachers ma e dgments and decisions, and carry them o t on the basis of their psychological model 
of reality  p. 461 , hich, in t rn, is composed of vario s beliefs s ch as those concerning pedagogy and 
the s b ect matter. Sh lman and lstein 1975  also s ggested that personal reso rces of the teacher 
infl ence dgments. Sh lman 1987  later restated this relationship in terms of partic lar types of 

no ledge professional teachers hold, and ho  s ch no ledge infl ences teachers  decision ma ing. n 
the past several years, Deborah all and colleag es have e panded this idea to describe their conception of 
Mathematical no ledge for eaching M  all, hames,  Phelps, 2008 . i e Sh lman 1987 , 
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all et al. 2008  s ggest that teachers  in the moment decisions re ire coordination bet een the 
mathematics at sta e and the instr ctional options and p rposes at play  p. 401 .  

he literat re s ggests that one clear reso rce teachers se in ma ing pedagogical decisions appears to 
be their pedagogical content no ledge PC  e.g., gletree, 2007 . et, ishop s 1976  acco nt of 
decision ma ing made a strong arg ment for the importance of teaching e perience in the development of 
the schemas that may be associated ith decision ma ing. sam and albay 2004  provide additional 
evidence for this, finding that s rveyed novice teachers ere more concerned ith technical details of a 
lesson in their decisions hile e perienced teachers ere more concerned ith the ay st dents behaved 
d ring the lesson.  

Another potential reso rce that may infl ence teachers  decisions is their degree of a tonomy to ma e 
decisions abo t their instr ctional practices. ehm and loyd 2007  observed that hile different st dent 
teachers ere provided different reso rces, the degree of a tonomy afforded those st dent teachers as a 
critical indicator of hat they ere able to do ith the materials at hand. amining decision ma ing in 
science classrooms, Gess e some and ederman 1995  fo nd that teachers  a tonomy as a highly 
infl ential factor in the types of instr ctional decisions made. With these considerations in mind, e 
consider teacher a tonomy, along ith PC  and teaching e perience, to be critical personal reso rces of 
teachers in their decision ma ing. 

A Professional Resource for Decision-Making 

Aho et al. 2010  note that more than teachers  o n personal reso rces infl ence their decision
ma ing. ather, teaching is infl enced by the s rro nding society, c lt re and traditions  p. 400 . 

eachers intervie ed by Aho et al. noted that some pedagogical decisions they made ere agreed pon 
ith school colleag es. F rther, these types of collective decisions over time or  their ay into the 

ro tines of the teacher. We arg e that hile s ch ro tines are operationali ed by individ al teachers, their 
genesis are social in origin and therefore may be more characteristic of actions normative of a gro p than 
of partic lar individ als  n this case e are interested in the obligations that bind a professional gro p and 
the norms of the activities in hich they play a role. erbst et al. 2009  provide an e ample of one s ch 
type of norm. bserving similarities in ho  proof as facilitated across different teachers  classrooms, 

erbst et al. note that these similarities can be e pressed by a common system of implicit norms 
reg lating the events on the s rface  p. 266 . S ch norms appear to infl ence teacher decisions in the 
classrooms partic larly shaping the division of labor, or ho does hat, hen the sit ation is one of doing 
proofs. 

Sit ational norms and professional obligations on the one hand and individ al reso rces of teacher 
a tonomy, e perience, and no ledge are th s t o inds of constr cts that might acco nt for the decisions 
teachers ma e e.g., all et al., 2008  ishop, 1976  Gess e some  ederman, 1995 . Given these 
vario s reso rces, it is pr dent to investigate the degree to hich they infl ence teachers  decision ma ing. 
We foc s on the instr ctional sit ation of doing proofs erbst et al., 2009 , and on a partic lar norm of 
doing proofs when posing proof problems, the teacher provides students with the given information and 
the statement to be proved . With this sit ation specific foc s, e so ght to ans er the follo ing research 

estion  

To what degree do teachers’ recognition of an instructional norm account for their decision-making in 
posing a proof problem, and to what degree do the individual resources of PCK, teaching experience, 
and perceived teaching autonomy contribute to their decision. 

Methods 

Sample and Measures 

Data ere collected from 55 secondary mathematics teachers grades 8 to 12  in a Mid estern state. 
he sample incl ded 43.6  male and 56.4  female teachers. Participants ere sampled from a ide range 

of districts, both rban and r ral, and of varying levels of socio economic stat s. For e ample, some 
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participating teachers ta ght in schools ith 4  of the pop lation eligible for free and red ced l nch, 
hile others came from schools here 59  of st dents ere eligible. f the 55 sampled participants, 44 

80  completed all assessments that e incl de in the c rrent analysis, and represent o r effective 
sample. 

Participants ere invited to complete a series of assessments on an online platform 
essonS etch.org , of hich e incl de data from fo r of the assessments. essonS etch allo ed for the 

incorporation of m ltimedia s rvey instr ments in hich participants vie ed and ans ered estions 
concerning representations of teaching, of hich as partic larly sef l in assessing teachers  sit ation
specific decision ma ing. 

Dependent Variable 

We assessed participants  decision ma ing based on their m ltiple choice responses to a 
representation of teaching. Participants ere presented ith a cartoon based, t o frame teaching 
representation, preceded ith a brief overvie  of the lesson as one ta ing place in a high school geometry 
class in hich the teacher as going to assign a proof problem. he representation depicted the teacher 
dra ing a diagram and revie ing ith st dents that to rite a proof they o ld need a set of givens and a 
statement to prove. Participants ere then presented ith fo r potential actions that co ld follo  and ere 
as ed to select hich they o ld be most li ely to do ne t follo ing the scenario. ach action as a 
single frame depiction representing either compliance or breach ith the normative action  when posing a 
proof problem, the teacher provides the givens and prove statement to students. Participants ere as ed 

hich action o ld yo  be most li ely to ta e in the teaching scenario  and then to please e plain yo r 
reasoning for choosing this action.  

Choice A depicted a breach of the norm here the teacher instr cts st dents they ill have a 
disc ssion to decide, as a class, hat the givens and the prove statement ill be. Choice  is another 
breach of the norm here the teacher as s st dents to or  individ ally, decide hat the givens and prove 
statement are, and then do the proof. he st dents o ld later compare their proofs to their peers . Choice 
C is a breach here the teacher provides the prove statement, b t instr cts the class that they ill disc ss, 
as a class, hat givens they ill need to do the proof s ccessf lly. Choice D is compliant ith the norm 

here the teacher provides both the givens and prove  statement, and then as s an initial estion for 
class disc ssion on ho  to do the proof. esponses ere ell distrib ted ith 22.7  selecting Choice A, 
18.2  selecting Choice , 31.8  selecting Choice C, and 27.3  selecting Choice D.  

Independent Variables 

We incl ded fo r independent variables in o r analysis. he independent variable of interest 
normativity  as a score representing participants  endorsement of the norm  when posing a proof 

problem, the teacher provides the givens and prove statement to students. he variable, described in detail 
belo , as designed as an indicator of participants  recognition of an instr ctional norm. Specifically, 
scores for normativity ere interpreted to assess the degree to hich individ al participants recogni ed the 
identified norm in the sit ation doing proofs  in Geometry instr ction. 

We assessed this recognition ith a 10 item s rvey that presented participants ith e plicit statements 
regarding the norm of foc s. A sample item and available responses is presented in Fig re 1. tems ere 

ritten to assess participants  vie  of ho  appropriate it as for the professional gro p of Geometry 
teachers to provide st dents ith the givens and prove statement in posing proof problems. nterpretation 
of the items as validated thro gh cognitive intervie s prior to collection of the c rrent data, ith res lts 
s ggesting that items ere interpreted as intended. Additionally, e calc lated an alpha coefficient of .89, 
s ggesting the items had s fficient reliability as ell as validity. Participant responses ere averaged into 
a composite score, normativity M  3.46, SD  1.08 , for incl sion in the present analysis. igher scores 
represented a greater recognition of the norm, and vice versa. 
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When starting a proof problem, ho  appropriate is it for teachers to have st dents decide pon the prove  
statement concl sion  

1 
ery 

nappropriate 

2 
nappropriate 

3 
Some hat 

nappropriate 

4 
Some hat 

Appropriate 

5 
Appropriate 

6 
ery 

Appropriate 

Figure 1: Sample item assessing participants’ recognition of the norm 

 
he ne t independent variable incl ded as a meas re of participants  perceived a tonomy in their 

mathematics teaching autonomy . As noted in o r literat re revie , teachers  a tonomy has the potential 
to reg late the effect of teacher beliefs, and therefore represented a sef l factor for investigation. tems 
meas ring autonomy ere adapted from m ltiple so rces to foc s both on the content of mathematics and 
the role of teacher Deci  yan, 2011  os o  Wil ins, in revie  C S, 1998  eeve et al., 2003 . 

eachers ere as ed to rate their agreement ith statements s ch as the follo ing  I am discouraged from 
teaching mathematics in the way I would like to reverse coded sample item . Available responses ere on 
a 6 point i ert scale 1 Strongly Disagree  2 Disagree  3 Some hat Disagree  4 Some hat Agree  5
Agree  6 Strongly Agree . tems sho ed s fficient reliability �  .89  and responses ere averaged into 
the composite score autonomy M  4.62, SD  .81 .  

he third variable incl ded for analysis as years of teaching e perience Years . eachers in the 
sample ta ght an average of 13 years SD  7.30 . While ishop 1976  noted that it as schemas 
developed thro gh e perience that infl enced teachers  decision ma ing, e sed Years as an indicator of 
having more sophisticated forms of s ch schemas.  

he final independent variable incl ded as a meas re of pedagogical content no ledge in geometry 
PCKG . he assessment incl ded 10 items covering vario s Geometry topics and addressing teachers  

knowledge of content and teaching and knowledge of content and students see all et al., 2008 for a 
detailed description of these domains of mathematical no ledge for teaching . tems ere validated 
thro gh cognitive intervie s before collection of the present data. tem analysis of present data sho ed 
biserial correlations of .30 or higher, and a Cronbach s alpha coefficient of .70, s ggesting the constr ct 
had s fficient reliability. Scores ere based on percentage of items ans ered correctly, ith a possible 
range of 0 to 1 M  0.46, SD  .23 . erbst and os o 2012  provide more details on the development of 
this instr ment. 

Analysis and Results 

We sed m ltinomial logistic regression M  to e amine participants  decision ma ing. 
Specifically, participants ere as ed to select one of fo r potential actions follo ing a depicted teaching 
scenario. While one of these actions as considered compliant ith the norm and the other three breaches 
of the norm, e did not consider one action as necessarily better than any other. F rther, the participant 
choices co ld not be ordered in any nat ral ay. herefore, the responses represent nominal data s itable 
for an M . M  is a form of logistic regression hich ses one category one of the choices available  
as a reference o tcome, and creates separate logistic regression comparisons bet een the reference 
o tcome and each other classification see osmer  emesho , 2000 for a detailed description .  

he model e amined in the c rrent analysis is presented in the e ation belo . he o tcome of 
reference is the normative action, Choice D, and is designated by 0 in the e ation. ach alternative choice 
breaches of the norm in Choices A, , and C  are represented in variable m, s ch that e have three 

distinct regression e ations  one for each comparison. So, e eval ated the degree to hich each 
independent variable contrib tes to participants choosing Action A rather than Action D, Action  instead 
of Action D, and Action C instead of Action D.  
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C stomary in performing M  is an initial chec ing of model fit, both for the model as a hole as 

ell as for partic lar variables ithin it. While the model represented in the above e ation had overall 
model fit �2  39.34 df  12 , p  .01 , the variable PC G as fo nd to not have a statistically 
significant relationship ith participants  choices �2  3.91 df  3 , p  .271 . his initial finding 
s ggests that there as little relationship bet een participants  PCKG scores and their chosen action 
follo ing the scenario and, therefore, PCKG sho ld be considered for removal in the analysis to provide a 
more parsimonio s model. he standard errors associated ith PCKG ere also high above 2.0 , 
s ggesting potential collinearity. Also, a separate M  ith only PCKG in the model still s ggested no 
statistical relationship ith choice of action. o ever, an e amination of the descriptive statistics s ggest 
that hile participants selecting the normative action tended to have higher PCKG scores, there as a 
large degree of variance in these scores, f rther stifying the removal of PCKG. he ne  model, hich 
incl des normativity, autonomy, and Years as predictors, as fo nd to have good overall fit �2  35.43 df 

 9 , p  .001 , ith no need for f rther simplification of the model. 
es lts from the M  analysis are presented in able 1, ith coefficients represented in logits. n 

each model comparison, normativity scores ere fo nd to be a statistically significant predictor of choice 
at the .10 level, hen acco nting for participants  perceived teaching a tonomy and years of teaching 
e perience. Using the conversion    
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e can determine the probability that a participant in o r sample o ld select a partic lar choice rather 
than the normative action represented in Choice D. For e ample, a participant ith an average autonomy 
score M  4.62  and years of teaching M  13  for the sample, a lo  normativity score of 1.00 o ld 
s ggest s ch a participant is 99.9  more li ely to select Choice A over Choice D. o ever, if a similar 
participant had a high normativity score of 6.00, there is a practically ero probability that they o ld 
select Choice A over Choice D. hese and similar calc lations are ill strated, for convenience, in Fig re 2.  

Table 1: Results from Multinomial Logistic Regression. 

Comparison � logits  S. . Wald Statistic 
Choice A  Choice D ntercept 12.75 5.27 5.13  

normativity 5.35 1.83 8.56  
autonomy 1.59 1.00 2.55 

Years .29 .11 6.52  
Choice B  Choice D ntercept 4.17 4.90 .72 

normativity 1.51 .79 3.68  
autonomy 2.21 .98 5.15  

Years .10 .08 1.71 
Choice C  Choice D ntercept 2.20 3.13 .49 

normativity 1.08 .60 3.20  
autonomy .57 .57 1.00 

Years .04 .06 .48 
*p < .10. **p < .05. 
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Figure 2: Effect of normativity score on probability of selecting an option other than choice D,  
with average autonomy and Years for the sample 

 
hese findings indicate that, for each comparison, the degree to hich participants recogni ed the 

norm as a consistent determiner of ho  li ely they ere to select Choice D or an alternative. 
Additionally, it appears that the more participants recogni ed the norm, the more li ely they ere to select 
the normative action, Choice D, instead of an action that incl ded a breach of the norm. F rther, hile 
perceived a tonomy and years of teaching e perience did infl ence hether participants o ld choose one 
action over another for some comparisons, normativity consistently did so and generally at larger 
magnit des.   

Discussion and Conclusion 

he findings from o r analysis are preliminary, in that they represent the decision ma ing regarding 
the teaching norm of foc s for only one partic lar teaching scenario. et, e amination of participants  
choices s ggests that participants ho recogni e the norm tend to act according to that norm. Additionally, 
participants  perceived teaching a tonomy infl enced decision ma ing in a manner that contrasted 
normativity. Specifically, a higher perception of a tonomy as sho n to increase the li elihood a 
participant chose Action  over the normative action, hile a higher normativity score decreased the 
li elihood those participants o ld choose Action  over the normative action see able 1 . his 
statistical conflict bet een autonomy and normativity is representative of hat Pepitone 1989  described 
as the conflict bet een rights and obligations. Pepitone noted that the reaction to the violation of an 
obligation may be tempered by an internali ed right that is in opposition to the obligation, perhaps the very 
same right claimed and e ercised by the violator  p. 14 . Applied to the conte t of this st dy, 
participants  violation  or breach of the norm thro gh selecting Action  may have been tempered by 
their sense of a tonomy, hich in t rn can represent any n mber of internali ed beliefs abo t mathematics 
teaching and learning. 

he conflict bet een autonomy and normativity discovered in the present analysis s ggests that for the 
partic lar scenario e amined, normativity ins the conflict. While autonomy as sho n to have a larger 
logit si e for P Action   Action D , normativity consistently predicted the decision ma ing patterns for 
all actions relative to Action D the normative action . While this pattern may vary given differing 
scenarios and options for decisions, the main claim from o r analysis s ggests that participants  
recognition of sit ational norms in teaching are an important infl ence in their pedagogical decision
ma ing. herefore, if e ish to better nderstand teachers  decision ma ing, more attention sho ld be 
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given to the characteristics of the sit ations in hich teachers act, as ell as to the reso rces of individ al 
teachers.  

Endnote 
1 esearch reported had the s pport of the ational Science Fo ndation thro gh grant D 0918425 

to P. erbst. All opinions are those of the a thors and don t necessarily reflect the vie s of the 
Fo ndation. 
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